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EXTENSIONS OF LOCALLY COMPACT

ABELIAN GROUPS. I

BY

RONALD O. FULP AND PHILLIP A. GRIFFITH«

Abstract. This paper is concerned with the development of a (discrete) group-

valued functor Ext defined on S£xSÛ where ¿? is the category of locally compact

abelian groups such that, for A and B groups in ¿£, Ext (A, B) is the group of all ex-

tensions of B by A. Topological versions of homological lemmas are proven to

facilitate the proof of the existence of such a functor. Various properties of Ext are

obtained which include the usual long exact sequence which connects Horn to Ext.

Along the way some applications are obtained one of which yields a slight improve-

ment of one of the Noether isomorphism theorems. Also the injectives and pro-

jectives of the category of locally compact abelian totally disconnected groups are

obtained. They are found to be necessarily discrete and hence are the same as the

injectives and projectives of the category of discrete abelian groups. Finally we

obtain the structure of those connected groups C of -S? which are direct summands

of every G in ä? which contains C as a component.

This paper is concerned with homological algebra in the category of locally

compact abelian groups and with certain of its applications. In the first part of the

paper we lay down the necessary homological framework for the work which is to

follow. This framework provides for the development of a functor Ext which

generalizes the usual functor Ext as is defined in (discrete) abelian group theory

and also generalizes the functor Ext discussed by Moskowitz [10]. We show that

Ext has many of the properties as does the ordinary Ext functor whose arguments

are discrete groups.

The second part of the paper (roughly from §3 on) deals with some applications.

In particular, we completely determine the structure of those connected locally

compact abelian groups G having the property that whenever H is locally compact

abelian and H has G as its component, then G is a direct summand of //. We

actually prove a much better theorem (Theorem 5.2). Other theorems of interest

are obtained along the way. For example, the injectives and projectives of the
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category of totally disconnected locally compact abelian groups are obtained. Also

slight improvement of one of the Noether isomorphism theorems is made.

Various papers deal with the general subject under investigation here. Some

results on lower-dimensional cohomology groups by Moore [8] and [9] bear on

our subject. The older papers of Nagao and Calibi are referenced in Moore's

paper and various extensions of Moore's work appear in more recent papers. The

paper [6] by Hofmann and Mostert should also be mentioned.

Actually our work was inspired by the paper [10] of Moskowitz which in turn

appears to follow the lead of the two papers [4] and [5] by Hochschild on exten-

sions of Lie groups. Thus we shall assume some familiarity with the paper [10]

and with basic facts from the theory of topological groups as are set forth in

Pontrjagin [11] or Hewitt and Ross [3]. Moreover our development of the Ext

functor requires a rather detailed knowledge of the corresponding collection of

ideas in the theory of discrete abelian groups as is exposed in Chapter 3 of the book

[7] by Mac Lane.

The category with which we deal is the category of locally compact abelian

groups with continuous homomorphisms as morphisms. We shall denote this

category by -S?. Actually most of our results deal only with those morphisms of J?

which are open onto their image. Such a morphism will be called a proper mor-

phism. The class of all proper morphisms of =£? is not a subcategory of =S?, but it

does have several nice properties which we outline below.

(1) If <£ : ,4 ^ 2? is a proper morphism of ££ then Im <¡> = </>(Ä) is a closed subgroup

ofTJ.

(2) A proper morphism of & is monic in =S? if and only if it is a monomorphism.

(3) A proper morphism of JS? is epic in SP if and only if it is an epimorphism.

(4) If cp: A -> B and 6: B -> C are proper morphisms of Sf, then 0<p is a proper

morphism if either cp is epic or 6 is monic.

We now lay down some notation and terminology to be used throughout the

paper. If cp: A -»-2? and 6:B^*C are morphisms in Sf, then the sequence

A *> B ±> C is exact at B if and only if Im ç> = ker 8, i.e. if and only if <p(A) =

0_1(O). A longer sequence of morphisms of Sf

Ax —> A2 —> • • • —> An

is exact if and only if for each 2^/'^«—1, the sequence Ax.x -*■ At-*-Ai+1 is

exact at A,. A sequence A ?L+ 5 .£> C is short exact if and only if it is exact, cp is a

monomorphism, and 6 is an epimorphism. In general, if cp: A -> B is a morphism

of Sf, we write A >!+ B whenever </> is a monomorphism and A f» B whenever cp is

an epimorphism. Any undefined homological notation or terminology is taken

from Mac Lane [7].

An exact sequence of morphisms of

Al-ÏL*Aa-*î+...*^A„
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is said to be proper exact if and only if <p¡ is proper for each i. More generally, if

D is a diagram with morphisms in £C, then D is a proper diagram if and only if

each morphism of D is a proper morphism. Thus we speak of proper pullbacks,

proper pushouts, etc.

Throughout the paper we repeatedly use the duality theory of locally compact

abelian groups. If G is a locally compact abelian group, then the dual ofG, denoted

C\ is the topological group of all continuous characters of G. If </>: G -> H is a

morphism in £C, then the map 9/": H~ >-> G~ defined by <p~(x) = x ° 9 is also a mor-

phism of J? and will be called the dual of 9. If E: A ^ B .£» C is a short exact

sequence in SC, then the dual of E, denoted E~, is the short exact sequence

C~ ¿L\. B~ ^ A~. In general, if D is a diagram of &, then the dual of D is the

diagram obtained by taking duals of each of the morphisms of D.

The additive groups of real numbers, rational numbers, integers, and real

numbers modulo 1 will be denoted by R, Q, Z, and F, respectively. If A is a subset

of a topological space, A ~ will denote the closure of A. If G is a topological group,

G0 will denote the identity component of G.

2. Homological algebra in áC. Our first result in this section establishes a

criterion for determining proper morphisms in =Sf and is the foundation upon which

our discussion of homological algebra in ¿¡f rests.

Theorem 2.1. A morphism ¡/> in £C is proper if and only if there are proper mor-

phisms a and ß in ¿if such that

(i) t/ia and ßt/i are defined and are proper,

(ii) Im i/ia=ker ß.

Proof. First suppose that f is a morphism in ¿t? and that there are proper

morphisms a and ß satisfying (i) and (ii) above. We show that ifi is open onto its

range. Observe that (i) and (ii) yield the following commutative diagram

where a, ß,fand g are proper and Img = ker/S. By Proposition 2.2 of [10], Im a,

Im ß, Im/ and Im g are closed in their respective containing groups. We show

that </>(U) has nonvoid interior in Im >/> and hence that <\¡ is proper. Choose Uy a

neighborhood of zero in B such that Uy + Uy^U. Since/ g and a are proper,

there are neighborhoods Sy and Wy in D and C, respectively, such that SV n Im/=

fi(Uy) and Wy n Im g=ga~1(Uy n Im a). Noting that Wy n ß-^Sy) is a neigh-

borhood of zero in C, we choose a neighborhood Vy of zero such that Vy + (—Vy)^

Wy n/3_1(Si). Since </j is continuous, U2 = Uy n <p~1(V1) is a neighborhood of

zero in B. As before, there are neighborhoods S2 and W2 in D and C, respectively,
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such that S2^SX and W2ç Wx and such that S2 n Imf=f(U2) and W2 n Img=

ga-^Uz n Im a). It follows that V2= Vx n W2 n ß-1^) is a neighborhood of

zero in C. Let </</3) e F2. Then ß>f)(b)=f(b) e S2 n Im/=/(<72) and hence M¿>) =

f(u2) = ß>/j(u2) for some i/2 e £4- Observing that c/>(u2)e Vx, we have that $(b) —

ijj(u2)e[V1 + (-Vx)]nkerß^Wxr\lmg=ga-1(UxrMma). Therefore </>(b)-

</>(u2)=g(a) where a(a)eUx. It follows that u2 + a(a) e Ux + Ux s U and that

ch(u2 + a(a)) = >/>(u2) + Ma) = ^(w2)+g(a) = i/>(b). Thus V2 nlmibçib(U) and ib(U)

has nonvoid interior in Im </i.

To establish the necessity, let </>: /I -> Z be a proper morphism in .S?. Since Im ¡/j

is necessarily closed in X, the natural projection ß of X onto Ayim ¡/( is proper.

Let a be the identity morphism from A onto A. To see that (i) and (ii) are satisfied

is elementary.

Corollary 2.2. Assume that

A -> B -* C

A' B'

is a commutative diagram in Sf with proper exact rows. If 8 is a proper epimorphism

and 8 is a proper monomorphism, then 4> is proper.

Proposition 2.3. Let a: A

that the diagram

X and ß: B -> X be morphisms in Sf and suppose

X

is a pullback for a and ß. If a is proper, then so is 8. The dual statement for pushouts

is also true.

Proof. Let M be the subgroup of A © B defined by M={(a, b) | a(a) = ß(b)}.

Then M is closed in A © B and hence M is in Sf. The diagram

M

B ß

is a pullback for a and ß where p.: (a, b) -> b and y: (a, b) -*■ a. Henceforth, we

shall refer to this diagram as the standard pullback for a and ß. Consider a neighbor-

hood W =(Ux V) n M of zero in M where U and V are neighborhoods of zero

in A and B, respectively. Since a is proper, there is a neighborhood £ of X such
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that E n Im a = a(U). Then S=ß~1(E n Im ß) n V is a neighborhood of zero in

B and Im /¿ n SC/¿(IF). Thus /¿ is proper. If the diagram

„      A

B
ß

is also a pullback for a and ß, we obtain a commutative diagram

P

where 0 is an isomorphism in 3?. It easily follows from the commutativity of the

above diagram that 8 is proper. Pontrjagin duality yields the dual statement for

pushouts.

Corollary 2.4. Let A, B and X be in 3?. Ifa:A-^X and ß: B^ X are proper

morphisms in 3?, then every pullback for a and ß is a proper pullback. Dually, if

y. X-> A and 8: X-> B are proper morphisms in ££, then every pushout for y and

8 is a proper pushout.

We note that it is not always possible to construct pushouts in 3? in the

"canonical fashion." In particular, the pushout for the pair of morphisms a, ß:

R-> R/Z defined by a(x) = riX+Z and ß(x) = r2x+Z for distinct fixed irrational

numbers ry and r2 may not be obtained in the standard way. However, when this

construction is possible we shall refer to it as the standard pushout. The proof of

the following proposition is straightforward and is omitted.

Proposition 2.5. If a: X^> A and ß: X'-> B are morphisms in J? and if N=

{( — a(x), ß(x)) | x g X} is closed in A © B, then a and ß have a standard pushout.

Moreover, if either a or ß is a proper monomorphism, then N is closed in A @ B.

Proposition 2.6. Assume that

Ay

A   >-

By Cy

ßl Y\

B -+► C

is a commutative diagram in 3? with proper short exact rows. If ai is proper and y y

is a proper monomorphism, then ßy is proper.
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Proof. Consider the commutative diagram

[February

Ey:

CCyEy-.

Eyy.

E:

A, > 9>i B}

A   >
9>a

ft

B'y   -

ft

Cy

C,

A  -*-* ^C,

0 Yi

A   >- ß •* C

where oc».^ is the standard pushout of q>y and a! and Eyx is the standard pullback

of 6 and yi- Recall that # = 04 © By)/N where ¿V={(-«i(ai), <Pi(fli)) : ax e Ay}.

Define ft :B[^B' by

ft: (fl, ¿>i) + iV^ <p3(a) + (ft(èi), Oi(èi)).

The map ft is a continuous one-to-one, surjective homomorphism. By Corollary

2.2, it follows that ft is an isomorphism of J¡f and that ß is a proper monomorphism

in JS?. Since ßß3 is a proper monomorphism in JSf, ft = (ßß3)ß2 is a proper morphism

in-K

Applying Pontrjagin duality we obtain

Proposition 2.7. Assume that

Ay      >

*1

i

/I »

-^u fll -iw c,

A y»

-> B <*  C

is a commutative diagram in S£ with proper short exact rows. If <x.y is a proper epi-

morphism and y y is proper, then ft is proper.

Our concluding result on commutative diagrams in 3? establishes a "Five

Lemma" with respect to proper morphisms.

Proposition 2.8. Assume that the commutative diagram
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has proper exact rows. If^x, ¡/j2, </<4 and ^¡b are proper isomorphisms, so is ip3. More

precisely,

(i) if ifix is a proper epimorphism and >/>2 and </j4 are proper monomorphisms, then

t/>3 is a proper monomorphism.

(ii) ififib is a proper monomorphism and </>2 and </j4 are proper epimorphisms, then

i/>3 w a proper epimorphism.

Proof. Since (ii) can be obtained from (i) by Pontrjagin duality, it suffices to

establish (i). Hence assume that ifix is a proper epimorphism and that </j2 and ¡/r4

are proper monomorphisms. We need only show that </i3 is proper. We first show

that </i'i/i2 is proper. Let U be a neighborhood of zero in B. Since cb2 is proper,

there is a neighborhood V of B' such that Vn lm</j2 = i/i2(U). Let c' be in the

neighborhood </>'(V) n Im </S'i/t2 of lm<f>'ifi2. Then there are elements veV and

beB such that c'= c/>'(v) = cf>'>li2(b) which implies that v-i/j2(b) e ker </>' = Im A'.

Since 4>i is surjective, we have that Im A'çlm i/i¡¡. Hence there is an element b0 e B

such that v-i/i2(b) = <j)2(b0), that is, v = <f>2(b0 + b) e V n Im i/i2 = >/j2(U). Since </i2 is

a monomorphism, b0 + b must be in U. Therefore, c' e<f>'t/¡2(U). Since clearly

4>'(V) n Im f <A2=if </<2(£/), it follows that f (F) n Im <f>'^2=^2(U). Thus f^2 is

proper. Note that i/>40 is a proper morphism since </i4 is monic. Thus </j3 is a mor-

phism such that i/i3cf> and 0'i/>3 are proper. Since also Im <f> = ker <tV</i3 we may apply

the dual of Theorem 2.1 to obtain that i/i3 is proper.

Moskowitz [10] has shown that Sf has neither enough projectives nor enough

injectives. However, Moskowitz does show that if a group G in Sf has a projective

or injective resolution, then G has a short projective or injective resolution,

respectively. Our next result shows that one may approximate projective and

injective resolutions for an arbitrary group in Sf. These resolutions aid in certain

computations of the Ext functor.

Theorem 2.9. Let G be a locally compact abelian group.

(1) If K is a compact subgroup of G such that G/K has no small subgroups, then

there exists a proper short exact sequence G >—»■ I © G/K -» / where I and J are

compact injectives.

(2) Dually, if K is a compactly generated open subgroup of G, then there exists a

proper short exact sequence P >—> K © F —»> G where P and F are (discrete) free

projectives.

Remark. Suppose G is any group in Sf. By Moskowitz's Theorem 2.7 [10], for

each neighborhood U of zero in G, there is a compact subgroup K^ U such that

G/K has no small subgroups. Thus the latter theorem applies to arbitrarily small

subgroups K of any G in Sf.

Proof of the theorem. Clearly it suffices to prove (1). Since K is compact, K has

a short injective resolution K ^ 7 _+± L. We now obtain the commutative diagram

where the second row is a proper pushout for A and 8 and the morphism 0 is the
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K >-?-+G G/K

I ^-^ E G/K

L   -3^J

natural projection of F onto F/Im <f>. The morphism o is induced by /> and 8. Since

F is compact, it follows that o is proper (see Hewitt and Ross [3]). Hence J is a

compact injective. Furthermore, since /is injective, the second row splits and thus

E^I@G/K.
If A and C are in 3?, then an extension of A by C is a proper short exact sequence

E: A >ï+ B \> C where <p and 6 are morphisms in 3?. If E: A ¿^ B i^ C and

F' : /I ^ B' ^ C" are extensions of A by C, then Fand E' are said to be congruent

if and only if there is a morphism </> : B-> B' in 3? such that the diagram

B

</>       C

B'

is commutative. It is a consequence of Corollary 2.2, that ^ is an isomorphism of

=S?. Denote by Ext (C, A) the set of all congruence classes of extensions of A by C.

We intend to show that Ext is a functor from 3? x3 into the category of discrete

abelian groups which is contravariant in its first argument and covariant in the

second. In view of the preceding results and Pontrjagin duality, it suffices to

establish Lemma 1.3 of [7] since one may then follow Mac Lane's exposition to

obtain the desired result.

Proposition 2.10. Assume that r1 = (a1, ft, yy): Ey^ E is a proper morphism

Cy to the extension E:A^.BL»C. Then Yyfrom the extension Ey : Ay £%. By _i.

has a unique factorization Ey ""i-"'-1' :

proper morphisms.

Eyy E where (ay, ft, 1) and (1, ft y) are

Proof. Consider the commutative diagram of the proof of Proposition 2.6 (in

the case we are considering here yx is not necessarily monic). By Corollary 2.2, ft

is an isomorphism in 3?. By Corollary 2.4, ß and ft are proper morphisms in 3f.

Since ft is an isomorphism, it follows that ft=ftft is a proper morphism in 3?.

Thus (ay, ft, 1) and (1, ft, yx) are proper morphisms. The uniqueness follows from

the uniqueness of proper pullbacks.
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For each extension E of A by B, let [E] denote the class of all extensions £' of

A by B such that E' is congruent to E.

Theorem 2.11. Assume that A and B are in 3/. Then the class Ext (B, A) of all

congruence classes of extensions of A by B is an abelian group with respect to the

operation defined by

[Ey] + [E2] = [V^OFi © F2)AB]

where Ey and E2 are extensions of A by B and AB and V^ are the diagonal and

codiagonal morphisms, respectively. The correspondence Ext is an additive functor

from 3x3? into the category of discrete abelian groups which is contravariant in the

first variable and covariant in the second.

Proof. See Mac Lane [7, Chapter 3].

We now obtain further properties of the functor Ext. Observe that our functor

Ext generalizes both the Ext functor as defined for discrete abelian groups and as

defined by Moskowitz [10].

Theorem 2.12. If A and B are in 3?, then

Ext (A,B)^ Ext (B~, A~).

The isomorphism is natural.

Proof. Let 0: Ext (A, B)^ Ext (B~, A~) be the function induced by E^-E^

where E=(B ^ X i^. A) is an extension of B by A and E~ = (A~ £+ X~ ^ B~).

The function i/j is a natural isomorphism.

Let {GA}AeA be a family of groups in 3*. We make ©AeA GA into a topological

group by taking as a basis for the topology all sets of the form \~[ÄeA UK n ©AsA Gh

where UA is open in GA. If {Ga}AêA is a family in 3, then ]~[K GA is in 3 if and only

if GA is compact for all but a finite number of A g A. Thus, if one wishes to topolo-

gize ©A GA such that ©A GA is in JS? and such that (©A G^sFL G£, then GA

must be discrete for all but a finite number of A g A. Conversely, the topology

defined on ©A GA above yields that ©A GA is in 3> and that (©A GxTsn» Ga

whenever GA is discrete for all but a finite number of A g A.

Theorem 2.13. Assume that {GA}AeA is a family in 3^ and that H is in 3?.

(1) //©a GA is in 3>, then Ext (©A GA, Ä)srL Ext (GA, //).

(2) IfTL G, is in 3?, then Ext (/F, FL GA^Ux Ext (H, G A.

Proof. In view of Theorem 2.12 we need only establish (1): since Ext is an

additive functor on 3* x 3?, both (1) and (2) hold when A is finite. Hence, recalling

the discussion above, it suffices to assume that each GA is discrete. Let 7rA be the

natural injection of GA into ©A GA and define a: Ext (©A GA, H) -> Y\h Ext (GA, H)

by o-([F]) = <[F7rA]>AeA. It is easily seen that a is a monomorphism. Let <[FA]>AeA
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be in FIa Ext (6\, 77). Stripping 77 of its topology, we form the extension 77 >—>■

X -» ©A Gx of discrete groups so that the diagram

H >-► Xx —**■ G,
Y Y

H >-•> X -» ®Á G,

is commutative as a diagram of discrete abelian groups. We make X into a topo-

logical group by taking as a base for its topology the collection of all sets of the

form x+U where U is an open set in 77and x e X. Let £=(77 >-> X -^ 0A GA).

Clearly *([£]) = <[£,]>.

Let A ¿^ B JL^ C be a proper short exact sequence in Sf, let G be in Sf and let

fe Horn (A, G). Construct the pushout diagram for/and <p

A ^_?U B -°~ C

'I       I        II
£: G >-^->- X —^ C

By Proposition 2.3, A is proper since <p is proper. It is easily checked that 77 is also

proper. Thus, the homomorphism 8*: Horn (A, G)-> Ext (C, G) may be defined

in the usual way, i.e. 8(f) = [£]. A similar argument holds for the homomorphism

8*: Horn (G, C) -> Ext (G, A). The following theorem now follows from

Proposition 2.10 and an argument analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.2 of [7].

Theorem 2.14. Let A ¿ï+ B L^. C be a proper short exact sequence in Sf and let G

be in Sf. Then the two sequences

Horn (C, G) >—> Horn (B, G)

(1)

Horn (G, A) >—* Horn (G, B)

(2)

are exact.

Remark. For each positive integer «, one can define a functor Ext" from SfxSf

into the category of discrete abelian groups. This functor is contravariant in its

first argument and covariant in the second. Moreover, it reduces to the functor

Ext we have already described in case « = 1.

The functor Ext" is obtained in a manner analogous to the corresponding

development of the functor Ext" in the theory of (discrete) abelian groups. We do

not give the details of the construction, but instead refer the reader to the relevant

-» Horn (A, G)

?-> Ext (C, G) —> Ext (B, G) —► Ext (A, G),

-»- Horn (G, C)

—> Ext (G, A) —> Ext (G, B) —> Ext (G, C)
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chapters of Mac Lane [7]. It should be pointed out that modifications of Mac

Lane's proofs must be made, but these modifications are minor in light of the

homological algebra already developed in this paper. One consequence of this

development is the following theorem :

Theorem 2.15. Assume G is a group in Sf and that A >—>• B -» C is a proper exact

sequence in Sf. Then the sequence

Horn (C, G) >-► Horn (B, G) -> Horn (A, G) -^ Ext (C, G) -> Ext (B, G)

-» Ext (A, G) -* Ext2 (C, G) -+ Ext2 (B, G) -* • • •

is exact. A dual result holds with G in the first argument.

Proposition 2.16. (Notation is the same as that of 2.14.) If C has a projective

resolution or if G has an injective resolution, then the sequence (1) is exact on the

right end. Dually, if A has an injective resolution or if G has a projective resolution,

then the sequence (2) is exact on the right end.

Proof. The duality theory already established makes it necessary only to prove

that (1) is exact when either C has a projective resolution or when G has an injective

resolution. From [10] if C has a projective resolution, then C has a short projective

resolution. Likewise if G has an injective resolution, then G has a short injective

resolution. Hence, in either case, a standard argument shows that Ext2 (C, G)=0.

Thus (1) is exact on the right end.

Proposition 2.17. Let Ext2 ( , ) denote the extension functor on the category of

discrete abelian groups and let !F be the forgetful functor from Sf into the category

of discrete abelian groups which forgets topological structure.

(a) If A and B are discrete, Ext (A, 7?) s Extz (A, B).

(b) If A and B are compact, Ext (A, 7?)^Extz (B~, A~).

(c) If A is discrete and B is in Sf, Ext (A, j5)s Extz (A, S^(B)).

(d) If A is discrete and B is divisible, Ext (A, B) = 0.

(e) Suppose that A is a totally disconnected group which contains a compact,

bounded torsion subgroup K such that A/K is discrete. If B is connected, then

Ext 04, 5) = 0.

(f) If G is discrete, then Ext (T, G)^G. Thus the range of Ext ( , ) is all of the

discrete abelian groups.

Proof. Both (a) and (b) are clear. If A is discrete and if B is in Sf, then it is

easily seen that there is a unique way of putting a topology on any extension group

X of ¡F(B) by A so that the sequence B >—>• X -» A is proper exact. This establishes

(c). Clearly (d) follows from (c). Let A satisfy the hypothesis of (e). By (d) we have

that Ext (A/K, B) = 0 since a connected group is divisible. Now B=C © Rn where

C is a compact connected group. Since K~ is a discrete, bounded torsion group

and since C" is torsion free and discrete, it follows that 0 = Ext (C\ K*) =
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Ext (A", C). Hence Ext(K, B) = 0 since Rn is injective in J§?. Thus, by exactness,

Ext (A, B) = 0. We remark that (e) generalizes a result of Braconnier [1]. Let G

be discrete. Then the exact sequence Z >—> R -» F yields the exact sequence

0 = Horn (R, G) —> Horn (Z, G) —> Ext (F, G) —► Ext (/{, G) = 0.

Hence Horn (Z, G)sExt (F, G). Since G is discrete, G^ Horn (Z, G) = Ext (F, G).

3. The Second Noether Isomorphism Theorem in 3?. It is well known that the

Second Isomorphism Theorem does not hold in the category of abelian topological

groups (for example, see [3]). However, it is an easy matter to see that it also fails

for 3?. Let A denote the discrete group R/Z and let <p be a one-to-one, surjective

homomorphism of A onto F. Let G = A © F and let B = {ia, <pia)) : ae A}. It is

easily verified that B is a closed discrete subgroup of G. Furthermore, A n B=0

and G = A + B. However 04 + B)/A = G/A = T and B/iB r\A) = B. Before sharpening

the version of the Second Isomorphism Theorem as given in [3], we prove the

following technical lemma:

Lemma 3.1. Let G be in =5? and let A and B be closed subgroups of G such that

G = A+B and A n B=0. Then G = A © B if and only if there is a closed subgroup

Cs/J such that the following two conditions hold:

(i) A + C is closed in G.

(ii) The morphisms A: A@C^ A + C and r¡: B/C->G/iA + C) are proper,

where A: ia,c)^*a + c andr¡: b + C^b + iA + C).

Proof. The necessity is clear. Hence suppose that C satisfies the hypothesis

above and consider the commutative diagram

A © C >-► A © B  -<~ B/C

A V

A + C  >-► G -«■ G/(A + C)

where o:(a,b)^-a+b. By Theorem 2.1, rr is proper. Thus <j is an isomorphism

in J?.

Corollary 3.2. Assume G is in 3? and that A and B are closed subgroups of G

such that G=A + B and A n ¿9=0. If B is o-compact, then G^A © B.

Proof. Apply Lemma 3.1 with C=0.

Theorem 3.3. Let G be in 3? and suppose that A and B are closed subgroups of G

such that A + B is in 3?. If B is o-compact, then

ii) (A + B)/A s B/(A n B) and

(ii) iA + B)/B~A/iAnB).
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Proof. The first isomorphism is just a restatement of Theorem 5.33 of [3]. Since

A + B is in Sf, it follows that A + B is closed in G. We also have that (A + B)/(A n 7?)

= A/(AnB) + B/(AnB), A/(A n B)n B/(A n ¿?) = 0 and that B/(A n B) is

a-compact. By Corollary 3.2, (A + B)/(A n B) = A/(A n B) © 2?/(/l n B). Let 8 be

the natural homomorphism of A + B onto (A + B)/(A n 5) and let -n be the natural

projection of (A + B)/(A n 7?) onto /4/(/l n 5). Then 7r0 is proper since tr is proper

and 0 is a proper epimorphism. Thus (A + B)/B=(A + B)/ker tt8^A/(A n B).

We now establish two consequences of the above results which will be needed in

the next section.

Theorem 3.4. Let D be a discrete group in Sf. Then Ext (X, D) = 0for all totally

disconnected groups X in Sf if and only if D is divisible.

Proof. The necessity is clear. Therefore suppose that D is a discrete divisible

group and that D >!_>. A _^ Xrepresents an element of Ext (X, D). We may assume

that / is the inclusion homomorphism. It is elementary to see that A is necessarily

totally disconnected. Since D is a discrete subgroup of A, there is a neighborhood

U of zero in A such that D n f/=0. By Theorem 2.7 of [10], there is a compact sub-

group K of A contained in U such that A/K is discrete. The compactness of K

implies that D + K is closed in A. Since A/K is discrete, we have that A/K=

(D + K)/K © 77/7^ for some subgroup 77 of A. It follows that D n 77=0 and that

A = D + H. Let A: D® K-^D + K and -n: H/K^ A/(D + K) be defined as in

Lemma 3.1. By Corollary 3.2, A is an isomorphism. Since A/(D + K) s

(A/K)/(D + K)/K is discrete, it follows that -n is proper. By Lemma 3.1, A = D © 77

and D >!_>. A _^ X splits.

Theorem 3.5. Let A ^ G t^. C be an extension of a discrete group A by a con-

nected group C. If G0 is compact, then G = G0 © B where B  is discrete and

e(G0)=c.

Proof. Since G0 is connected and since G/G0 is totally disconnected, it is easily

seen that <7j(G0) = C. Therefore G=cp(A) + G0. Since G0 is compact, we have by

Theorem 3.3 (ii) that G/G0 = (cp(A) + G0)/G0 s <p(A)/(cp(A) n G0). Therefore G/G0 is

discrete. By a theorem of Braconnier [1], G = G0 © B where B is discrete.

4. Projectives and injectives in the category of totally disconnected, locally

compact abelian groups. Let 2 denote the category of totally disconnected,

locally compact abelian groups. We first remark that Moskowitz [10] has described

the projectives and injectives in Sf. In the next section we shall make use of the

injectives for Sf and 2.

Theorem 4.1. P is a projective in 2 if and only if P is a discrete free group.

Proof. By Theorem 3.3 of [10] the sufficiency is clear. Now suppose that K is a

compact projective in 2. Since 0=Ext (K, (Q/Z)~)^Extz (Q/Z, K~) where Q

denotes the discrete group of rational numbers, it follows that K^ is a discrete,
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divisible torsion group. If A'^O, then AT is a direct product of p-adic groups for

various primes p. Viewed as an object of 3?, Kis aprojective relative to the compact

groups in 3?. If K were also projective in 3, it would follow that K is projective in

3?. However, by Theorem 3.3 of [10], AT is not projective in 3? and hence not in 3.

Thus A"=0. Note, however, that a compact open subgroup of a projective of 3

is a projective of 3. This follows from the exact sequence alluded to in Proposition

2.16. Thus a projective P in 3 has no nontrivial compact open subgroup and

must necessarily be discrete. Therefore P has a free resolution in 3 and thus P is

necessarily free.

Theorem 4.2. E is injective in 3 if and only if E is a discrete divisible group.

Proof. The sufficiency follows from Theorem 3.4. Hence let E be an injective

in 3. Now E contains a compact subgroup K such that E/K is discrete. We therefore

obtain that

Horn (C, E/K) -» Ext (C, K) -+ Ext (C, E) = 0

is exact for each compact totally disconnected C. Since C is compact and E/K is

discrete, Horn (C, E/K) is torsion. Since Ext (C, K) is torsion, cotorsion, and

reduced, Ext (C, K) is bounded. If one chooses a basic subgroup B of K~ one

shows from the latter statement that Ext iB, J) is bounded for each discrete torsion

J. From this one obtains that B is bounded and that K~ = B © D for divisible D.

One may now argue that D is zero and thus that each compact subgroup of E is

bounded. Now suppose that AT is infinite. Then there exists a prime p and a positive

integer n such that AT^ = 2mZ(pn) ©F for some infinite cardinal m and some

subgroupFof/r.LetS=2mZ(pn) © 2?-i 2m Zip**). Then p"S=2?=2 2m W)

and S/pnS^2nZ(p"). Therefore, there is a morphism 0: E~ -+> S/pnS. Since

E~ is necessarily projective relative to discrete torsion groups, there is a morphism

/: E~ -> S such that the diagram

6

p"S >—- S-~ S/pnS

is commutative. Clearly /is proper since S is discrete and also S=pnS+H where

H=Imfi It is clear that H is an unbounded direct sum of cyclic groups. By

Pontrjagin duality, E contains an unbounded compact subgroup which is a

contradiction. Hence K is finite and E is discrete. Since Ext iQ/Z, E) = 0 where Q

denotes the discrete group of rational numbers, it follows that E must be divisible.

5. The component of zero as a direct summand. We first remark that Proposition

2.17 (e) provides a sufficient condition on G/G0 in order that G0 be a direct sum-

mand of G. In this section we wish to find necessary and sufficient conditions on a

connected group C such that C be a direct summand of every group containing
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C as its component of zero. More generally we describe the structure of a group

£ which has the property that Ext (X, £) = 0 for all totally disconnected groups

X in Sf.

Theorem 5.1. Let C be a connected group in Sf. Then Ext (X, C) = 0 for all

totally disconnected groups X in Sf if and only if C is an injective in Sf.

Proof. The sufficiency is clear. Hence suppose Ext (X, C) = 0 for all totally dis-

connected groups X in Sf. Since C is connected, C=K® Rn where K is a compact

connected group. It follows that K~ is torsion free and that Extz (K~, G) = 0 for

all discrete torsion groups G. Hence K~ is a Baer-group which implies by Corollary

3.2 [2] that K~ is a free discrete group. Therefore K=T" and C=T" © Rn. By

Theorem 3.2 of [10], C is injective in Sf.

Theorem 5.2. Let E be in Sf. Then Ext (X, E) = 0 for all totally disconnected

groups X in Sf if and only ifE=I © D where I is injective in Sf and D is a discrete

divisible group.

Proof. Since £0 is compactly generated, we have from [10] that £0 has a short

injective resolution £0 >—> I —» J. As in the proof of Theorem 2.9, this sequence

induces the proper pushout diagram

£0 >->■ £ -»-* £/£0
> Y

/   >-► M -«• E/EQ

J-"■ M/E

Since 7is injective, it follows that M^I © (E/E0). Hence we obtain a proper exact

sequence £ >—»■ I © (£/£0) —»* J where I and J are injective in D. Therefore, if X

is a totally disconnected group in Sf, the exact sequence

0 = Ext (X, E) -> Ext (X, I © (£/£<,)) -> Ext (X, J) = 0

shows that Ext (X, £/£0) = 0 for each X in 2, that is, £/£0 is injective in 2. Since

£/£0 is necessarily a discrete divisible group by Theorem 4.2, it follows by Proposi-

tion 2.17 (d) that £=£0 © D where D is a discrete divisible group. Theorem 5.1

yields that £0 is injective in Sf which completes the proof.
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